In 1995 the original Newcastle Jazz Festival closed it’s doors, leaving a void in the city, until
Newcastle Festival of Jazz and Improvised Music was launched for the first edition in 2017.
Responding to the cities need for a contemporary grass roots jazz festival, the programme
proudly presents an innovative and diverse international line up, celebrating and pushing
boundaries that challenge perceptions of jazz and improvisation.
This year we’re delighted to expand on our regular town centre activities and incorporate three
nights of music in the Northern suburb of Jesmond. Popularly interpreted as “Jesus Mound” we
fittingly begin our first weekend programme at the exquisite St.Georges Church, followed by two
nights at one of the city’s newest and hippest venues, Bobiks at The Punch Bowl.
The following weekend we return to our spiritual base of the prestigious Literary and Philosophical
Society, with a Sunday afternoon family welcoming show at the award winning Globe.
As ever we work with our lead partners Jazz North East, but also other key regional promoters
including Jazz.Coop, GemArts, F54 and the Northern Jazz Promoters Network.
Alongside UK and Stateside based artists, we’re delighted to be bringing musicians from Belgium,
and also Copenhagen with support from Jazz Danmark.
Concerts / Live Streams / Recordings / Pre-Concert Talks / Workshops / Network Meet Ups
Newcastle Festival of Jazz and Improvised Music gratefully acknowledges Arts Council England,
associated partners and funders for their support.
- Wesley Stephenson (Festival Producer)
Pendulums: Music for Bellringers, Improvisers and Electronics
Archipelago
SA Malley
Taupe
Skylla
Pete Wareham / Ruth Goller / Will Glaser
Czajka & Puchacz (Lapwing & Eagle Owl) AKA Kaja Draksler and Szymon Gasiorek
Mark Solborg
Anthropology Band
Adam Johnson
Noel Dennis and Pete Churchill
Orphy Robinson
Emanuele Maniscalco / Francesco Bigoni / Mark Solborg
Nicole Mitchell
Binker Golding / Alexander Hawkins / John Pope / Paul Hession
Nicole Mitchell with Alexander Hawkins
The Beck Hunters with John Pope and Laura Cole
Daniel Levin
Black Top with Mariam Rezaei
Helen Anahita Wilson
Zoë Gilby Trio with Noel Dennis
John Garner with John Pope
Dilutey Juice
Farida Amadou
Bex Burch and Leafcutter John
Shifa

EVENTS SCHEDULE
*Click on the artist to buy tickets

FRIDAY 23RD SEPTEMBER
St.George’s Church - Jesmond
Doors: 7.30pm
7.45pm - 9.00pm

Pendulums: Music for Bellringers, Improvisers and Electronics
Andrew Woodhead (Compositions and Conduction - Keyboards and Electronics) / Charlotte Keeffe (Trumpet) / Sam Wooster
(Trumpet) / Sam Andreae (Alto Saxophone) Lee Griffiths (Alto Saxophone) / Alicia Gardener-Trejo (Baritone Saxophone) / Helen
Papaioannou (Baritone Saxophone) / Sarah Farmer (Live Visuals)
with Bellringers from the Newcastle Diocesan Association of Church Ringers led by Kristopher King

SATURDAY 24TH SEPTEMBER
Bobiks (Upstairs at The Punch Bowl - Jesmond)
Doors: 7.00pm
7.30pm - 8.10pm

Archipelago
Faye MacCalman (Saxophone - Clarinet - Synths - Electronics) / John Pope (Bass and Electronics) / Christian Anderson (Percussion)
8.30pm - 9.00pm

SA Malley
Steve Malley (Electric Guitar)
9.20pm - 10.00pm

Taupe

Mike Parr Burman (Guitar - Objects - Synths) / Jamie Stockbridge (Alto Saxophone and Synths) / Adam Stapleford (Drum Kit)

SUNDAY 25TH SEPTEMBER
Bobiks (Upstairs at The Punch Bowl - Jesmond)
Doors: 7.30pm
8.00pm - 8.40pm

Skylla

Ruth Goller (Bass and Vocals) / Lauren Kinsella (Vocals) / Alice Grant (Vocals)
9.00pm - 10.00pm

Pete Wareham / Ruth Goller / Will Glaser
Pete Wareham (Saxophone) / Ruth Goller (Bass) / Will Glaser (Drums)

THURSDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER
The Literary and Philosophical Society (The Loftus Room)
Doors: 6.30pm
7.00pm - 7.40pm

Czajka & Puchacz
Kaja Draksler (Vocals - Piano - Electronics - Objects) / Szymon Gasiorek (Vocals - Drums - Percussion - Electronics)
8.00pm - 8.30pm

Mark Solborg
Mark Solborg (Solo Guitar)
9.00pm - 10.00pm

Anthropology Band
Martin Archer (Saxophones) / Charlotte Keeﬀe (Trumpet) / Orphy Robinson (Xylosynth) / Pat Thomas (Keyboards) / Chris Sharkey
(Guitar) / Anton Hunter (Guitar) / Dave Sturt (Bass Guitar) / Adam Fairclough (Drums)

FRIDAY 30TH SEPTEMBER
The Literary and Philosophical Society (The Loftus Room)
Doors: 12.30pm
1.00pm - 2.00pm

Adam Johnson
Adam Johnson (John Cage - Prepared Piano Performance)

The Literary and Philosophical Society (The Joseph Swan Room)
Doors: 2.00pm
2.30pm - 4.00pm

Noel Dennis and Pete Churchill
Exploring the Jazz Metaphor in Leadership and Management (Workshop)

The Literary and Philosophical Society (The Members Library)
Doors: 5.45pm
6.00pm - 6.40pm

Orphy Robinson
Orphy Robinson (Solo Xylosynth)

FRIDAY 30TH SEPTEMBER (Continued)

The Literary and Philosophical Society (The Loftus Room)
Doors: 6.30pm
7.00pm - 7.40pm

Maniscalco / Bigoni / Solborg
Emanuele Maniscalco (Piano and Keyboards) / Francesco Bigoni (Saxophones and Clarinet) / Mark Solborg (Guitar and Electronics)
8.00pm - 8.40pm

Nicole Mitchell
Nicole Mitchell (Flutes)
9.00pm - 10.00pm

Binker Golding / Alexander Hawkins / John Pope / Paul Hession
Binker Golding (Saxophone) / Alexander Hawkins (Piano) / John Pope (Double Bass) / Paul Hession (Drums)

SATURDAY 1ST OCTOBER
The Literary and Philosophical Society (The Loftus Room)
Doors: 12.30pm
1.00pm - 2.00pm

Nicole Mitchell with Alexander Hawkins
Nicole Mitchell (Flutes) / Alexander Hawkins (Piano)

THE GLOBE
Doors: 1.15pm
1.30pm - 5.00pm

Play Jazz! - Pete Churchill (Workshop)

The Literary and Philosophical Society (The Loftus Room)
Doors: 5.45pm
6.00pm - 6.40pm

Orphy Robinson in conversation with Corey Mwamba (Pre-Concert Talk)
7.00pm - 7.40pm

The Beck Hunters with John Pope and Laura Cole
Mick Beck (Saxophone and Bassoon) / Laura Cole (Piano) / Anton Hunter (Guitar) / John Pope (Bass) / Johnny Hunter (Drums)
8.00pm - 8.40pm

Daniel Levin
Daniel Levin (Solo Cello)
9.00pm - 10.00pm

Black Top with Mariam Rezaei
Orphy Robinson (Xylosynth and Electronics) / Pat Thomas (Piano and Electronics) / Mariam Rezaei (Turntables)

SUNDAY 2ND OCTOBER
The Literary and Philosophical Society (The Loftus Room)
Doors: 12.30pm
1.00PM - 2.00PM

Helen Anahita Wilson
Helen Anahita Wilson (Solo Piano)

THE GLOBE
Doors: 2.00pm

2.30pm - 3.10pm

Zoë Gilby Trio with Noel Dennis
Zoë Gilby (Vocals) / Noel Dennis (Trumpet and Flugelhorn) / Mark Williams (Guitar) / Andy Champion (Double Bass)

3.40pm - 4.20pm

John Garner and John Pope
John Garner (Violin) / John Pope (Double Bass)

4.50pm - 5.30pm

Dilutey Juice
Thomas Dixon (Saxophone) / Billy Bradshaw (Trumpet) / Lewis Wilkinson (Sousaphone) / Ben Fitzgerald (Drums)

The Literary and Philosophical Society (The Loftus Room)
Doors: 6.30pm
7.00pm - 7.40pm

Farida Amadou
Farida Amadou (Solo Electric Bass)
8.00pm - 8.40pm

Bex Burch and Leafcutter John
Bex Burch (Gyil - Voice - Calabash - Percussion) / Leafcutter John (Modular Synthesiser and Sequencers)
9.00pm - 10.00pm

Shifa

Pat Thomas (Piano) / Rachel Musson (Saxophone) / Mark Sanders (Drums and Percussion)

TICKETS
St Georges Church
Bobiks
The Literary and Philosophical Society
The Globe
Many festival events regularly sell out in advance due to the limited capacity spaces.
Limited tickets may be available on the door subject to venue capacity. We encourage our
audiences to buy in advance to avoid disappointment. Promoting ecology and sustainability
across the festival we also encourage ticket holders to bring digital mobile tickets and booking
codes to save on ticket printing.

Venues
St. George’s Church
St George’s Close, Jesmond, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2TF
0191 281 1659 / oﬃce@stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk
www.stgeorgesjesmond.org.uk
Bobiks at The Punch Bowl
125 Jesmond Rd, Jesmond, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 1JY
0191 239 9566
www.bobiks.com
The Literary and Philosophical Society
The Literary and Philosophical Society, 23 Westgate Road, NE1 1SE
0191 232 0192 / library@litandphil.org.uk
www.litandphil.org.uk
The Globe
The Globe, 11 Railway Street, NE4 7AD
0191 272 5185 / info@jazz.coop
www.theglobenewcastle.bar

Weblinks
www.newcastlefestivalofjazzandimprovisedmusic.co.uk
www.facebook.com/newcastlefestivalofjazzandimprovisedmusic
Twitter: @NFOJAiM
newjazzandimprovisedmusic@posteo.net
Cover Image Credit
Farida Amadou by Laurent Orseau

Age Restrictions | Accessibility | Travel
St.Georges Church
Age Restrictions: All ages welcome.
Accessibility: Accessible for wheelchair users, there are two steps at the entrance to the Church.
Contact venue for details.
Travel: West Jesmond Metro is located half a mile from the Church
(approximately 10 minutes walking time)
Q3 QuayCity Bus to Osborne Road - Lindisfarne Road
The stop is just across the road from the Church.
There is limited parking available at The Church.
Bobiks at The Punch Bowl
Age Restrictions: 16+ (under 18’s accompanied by an adult)
Accessibility: Bobiks is an upstairs performance space preceded by 25 stairs and therefore
unaccessible for wheelchair users.
Travel: Jesmond Metro located half a mile from Bobiks at The Punch Bowl
(approximately 10 minutes walking time)
Cradlewell Bus Stops are less than 1000 ft from the venue which is visible from the stops
Bus numbers: 38 / 51 / 52 / 62 / 63 / 38 / 308 / 309
There is limited street parking available near the venue.

The Literary and Philosophical Society
Age Restrictions: All ages welcome with under 18’s accompanied by an adult.
Accessibility: The Loftus Room and Joseph Swan Room at The Lit and Phil are partly accessible.
There is a lift at the venue entrance for wheelchair users to access the building and those
performance spaces, no wheelchair accessible toilets are available in the building.
The festival has permissions for visiting wheelchair users to access toilets located on the ground
floor in Sleeperz Hotel which is just a few doors down (16 ft) to the right of the Lit and Phil as you
exit the building.
Accessible toilets are also available at Central Station.
The Members Library is not an accessible space and is preceded by a small number of stairs.
Travel: Any Bus and Metro to Central Station which is located less than 300 ft from the venue
(approximately 2 minutes walk).
There is limited street parking, the closest car park is at Central Station.

The Globe
Age Restrictions: All ages welcome with under 18’s accompanied by an adult.
Accessibility: Fully accessible for wheelchair users.
Travel: Central Station Metro is located just under half a mile from the venue
(approximately 8 minutes walk)
Buses: 12 / 12A / 22 / 22X to Scotswood Road
Limited street parking outside of the venue, a small fee based car park is located across the road.

Please do contact the venues for full details regarding younger ages
and for any further queries regarding accessibility and parking.
We encourage ecologically sustainable travel wherever possible across the festival
by foot, bike and public transport.

International Travel and Hotels
Newcastle Central Rail Station and Metro carries direct links to and from Newcastle Airport with a
journey time of around 25 minutes. Wherever you are coming from head for Central Station and
you can find most venues quite easily.

Central Festival Hub
There are many hotels and hostels available surrounding Central Station and very close to The
Literary and Philosophical Society which is our main festival hub. We recommend ‘Sleeperz Hotel’
for good accommodation at a reasonable price and you’re just a few doors down.
Sleeperz Hotel Newcastle, 15 Westgate Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1SE
Telephone: +44 (0)191 261 6171
www.sleeperz.com

Jesmond Warm Up Weekend
If you’re looking for a hotel at the Jesmond Weekender try the Holiday Inn which is very close to
the venues and travel links, and also has a convenient bar and restaurant.
Holiday Inn, Jesmond Rd, Jesmond, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 1PR
0191 281 5511
www.ihg.com/holidayinn

Eating and Drinking
In Jesmond Bobiks at The Punch Bowl have food and there are many places on Osbourne Road
just near to St.George’s Church.
There are many places to eat in the surrounding environments for our main festival weekend.
The 5 Quarter Cafe at The Common Room is just next to the Lit and Phil to the left as you exit the
building and is a fully accessible bar and restaurant.
The Common Room, Neville Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1SE
Telephone: 0191 250 9717
www.thecommonroom.org.uk/5quarter
Promoting veganism and ecological sustainability, and just a little further away from the venue, we
recommend the Super Natural Cafe. The cafe is less than 1000 ft from The Lit and Phil
(approximately 5 minutes walk). Please contact the cafe for questions regarding accessibility.
Super Natural Cafe, 29 Grainger Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 5JE
Telephone: 0191 4473800
Super Natural Cafe
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Pendulums: Music for Bellringers, Improvisers and Electronics

A leading light of the Birmingham scene, pianist and composer Andrew
Woodhead created Pendulums for the city’s Ideas of Noise festival in 2020. A
bold new suite of original music for Bellringers, Improvisers and Electronics,
‘Pendulums’ was inspired by the sounds, patterns and processes of
bellringing. ‘Some of it involves musicians pretending to be bells, other parts
involve bellringers pretending to be metronomes,’ explains Woodhead.
‘Campanology is an interesting art form in that it embraces many
contradictions; it is simultaneously extrovert and introvert, ritual and
recreational, music and not-music. I love the collectivism that I felt from
rehearsing with the bellringers at St Paul’s, and the meditative feeling that
descends in the ringing chamber when a course is being rung.’
A recording of the piece from St Paul’s Birmingham was released on CD in
2021 to ecstatic reviews. For the Newcastle performance, Woodhead will be
joined by the full Pendulums band alongside Sarah Farmer on live visuals,
and Bellringers from the Newcastle Diocesan Association of Church Ringers
led by Kristopher King.
‘A quite stunning achievement.’
- Richard Williams (The Blue Moment)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dT8hkTs8JQ
www.andrewwoodhead.bandcamp.com/album/pendulums
www.andrewwoodheadmusic.com

Archipelago

Archipelago are a genre-defying trio of adventurous musicians, formed out of
the North East of England’s creative musical underground.
Fronted by saxophonist, clarinetist, singer and composer Faye MacCalman
and completed by John Pope (Bass) and Christian Alderson (Drums), their
sound is a dreamlike collision of otherworldly atmospheres, heartfelt songwriting and energetic oﬀ-kilter rhythms.
Moving between instruments and eﬀects to create the illusion of a much
larger ensemble, before peeling back to their raw, improvisational trio form,
Archipelago’s uncompromising refusal to fit in one genre makes for a fullycharged musical experience.
With influences stretching from Joni Mitchell to Don Cherry to Esperanza
Spalding, Archipelago draw on a deep pool of sonic references and the
diversity of their individual musical histories.
‘Very original, evocative, and at times haunting’
- Kevin Le Gendre (BBC Radio 3)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMB3m3eKQAc
www.archipelagobanduk.bandcamp.com
www.archipelagoband.uk

SA Malley

Northumbrian guitarist and singer Steve Malley emerged with Crane in the
early ‘90s, whose fusion of post-hardcore punk and Byrdsian folk-rock
earned them a reputation as one of the UK’s finest live bands. He went on to
play in Kodiac, Four Frame and avant- rock group The Unit Ama, whose
drummer Christian Alderson also plays with Archipelago.
Over the years Malley has supported the likes of Fugazi, Lungfish, Chicago
Underground Duo, Martin Carthy and Zu. At Tusk 2015, he performed
legendary avant-garde composer Rhys Chatham’s Guitar Trio. In the 2010s,
Malley’s deepening love of folk music manifested itself in his solo acoustic
project Horse Loom and the super-group Dark Northumbrian, featuring
Alasdair Roberts, Cath Tyler and Jazz North East regulars Abby Vulliamy and
Seth Bennett. All this feeds into his new music for solo electric guitar, with its
hypnotic modal themes, freewheeling improvisation and time-warping
sonics.
‘The most unique marriage between British folk music, avant-garde guitar
playing and punk rock spirit? Certainly. Wonderful? Definitely.’
- Chris Summerlin
www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0FaSDljKG4
www.samalley1.bandcamp.com

Taupe

Taking risks only works if you’re willing to fail, and Taupe share an
understanding that there’s no wrong way to play. A decade of friendship has
conjured a spooky telekinesis that anchors the band, even when their
improvisations teeter on the edge of total collapse.
The three-piece - Jamie Stockbridge (alto sax), Mike Parr-Burman (guitar)
and Adam Stapleford (drums) - are an explosive live band, veering from taut
metronomic precision into intentionally turbulent, unchartered territory. A DIY
ethos feeds their wonky compositions, colliding sour scatter-skronk with
sludgy, doom-inspired riﬀs.
Anarchic, joyful debut album Fill Up Your Lungs and Bellow (2017) was best
described by All About Jazz as “a chain of chemical reactions”, and their
2019 EP Get The Keys is a wild joyride through the night their car was almost
stolen - with their instruments, Mike and Adam still inside it.
Not Blue Light (out April 7th 2020) is their boldest record yet. Picking up the
story from where the EP left oﬀ, it rattles from shit-your-pants fear to
adrenaline, relief and total baﬄement. It’s no surprise that their exhilarating
sense of discovery has won them support from the likes of BBC 6 Music’s
Freak Zone and BBC Radio 3’s Late Junction and Freeness. Fizzing with
ideas, Taupe are a non-jazz band that prizes surprise over any specific
sound.
'(Taupe) revel in formal deconstruction and textural mutation ... there's a
sense of punky mischief here that recalls Naked City or Melt Banana.’

- Stewart Smith (The List)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTZ1BoaFyms
https://taupe.bandcamp.com
https://taupetaupetaupe.com

Skylla

Ruth Goller’s Skylla draws inspiration from deep within to create a stunningly
original and beautiful piece of work. Hailed by the Guardian for her
“thunderous bass-guitar hooks’, the bassist, vocalist, composer,
environmentalist and now solo artist, helped lay the foundation for the UK’s
jazz renaissance whilst playing in many of its most influential and popular
bands, from Acoustic Ladyland and Melt Yourself Down, to Let Spin and Vula
Viel.
On Skylla, Goller in some ways returns to the pure untaught instincts that
drove her as a teen punk musician. Working with diﬀerent tunings for each
song, Goller composes instinctively based on what she hears in every
moment. Initially Goller recorded all vocals alone, before inviting
accomplished and celebrated vocalists Lauren Kinsella and Alice Grant to
lend their additional voices to particular pieces; with the knowledge they
would rise to the challenge of singing words free of language to irregular
tunings. The final contribution came from Kit Downes, who produced and
mixed the album.
Intimate voice and bass guitar entwine in improvised tandem on Goller’s
debut album, exhibiting a confidence that reflects her experience at the
vanguard of the European jazz scene. A work of uncanny and original beauty
on which Goller has reached deep within to find pure honesty and musical
originality.
‘This uncategorisable venture, inspired by Greek mythology and aided by
singers Lauren Kinsella and Alice Grant, joined iconoclastic ideas about
guitar tuning and intonation to ethereal, multi-layered vocal sounds
sometimes suggestive of 1980s Laurie Anderson, to startling eﬀect.’

- John Fordham (The 10 Best Jazz Albums Of 2021 - The Guardian)
https://youtu.be/w1Jyl4vMwp0
https://ruthgoller.bandcamp.com
https://www.ruthgoller.com

Wareham / Goller / Glaser

They have been playing together for over twenty years in various guises,
including Acoustic Ladyland and Melt Yourself Down, but this is the first time
that Pete Wareham (saxophones and keyboards), Will Glaser (drums) and
Ruth Goller (bass and vocals) have come together as an improvising group.
Gathering up all that experience of playing each other’s music for so long,
they embark on a spontaneous, thrilling and dynamic journey, in which the
audience contributes as much to the atmosphere and emotion as the
musicians do.
https://twitter.com/pete_wareham
https://www.willglaserdrums.com
https://www.ruthgoller.com/

Czajka & Puchacz

Czajka & Puchacz is the Copenhagen based duo of Kaja Draksler (prepared
piano, keyboards, percussion) and Szymon Gasiorek (drums, percussion,
electronics).
A pianist, composer and improviser, Estonian-born Draksler is at the
vanguard of contemporary music. Her recent projects include
Punkt.Vrt.Plastik, an acclaimed trio with bassist Peter Eldh and drummer
Christian Lillinger, and her brilliant solo album In Otherness Oneself.
Polish drummer and composer Gasiorek plays with Pimpono Ensemble, E/I,
The Love And Beauty Seekers, Wood Organization, G•Bop Orchestra,
Franciszek Pospieszalski Sextet, Alfons Slik, Perfect Volume. He co-runs the
independent label Love & Beauty Music with Jędrzej Łagodziński.
Czajka & Puchacz released their first, predominantly acoustic album
Bivališča in July 2020, following it with a retro-avant-pop single
Entschuldigung under their alter-ego Kiebitz & Uhu a year later. Since their
second release, which explored experimental songwriting within a field of
existentialism and abstraction of daily life, the duo has continued exploring
ways to merge instant songwriting with the aesthetics of European free
improvisation and musique concrete.
“Their performance was seemingly improvised – if prepared – and was
smart, attuned and playful, their chemistry as a group and performative
gestures resonating well with a crowd who, although serious about music,
were still at the festival for a good time.”
- Drew Stephens (Journal Of Music)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtgn1vkvj1s
https://pimpon.bandcamp.com/album/bivali-a
http://www.kajadraksler.com/CP.pdf

Mark Solborg

Guitarist Mark Solborg strives to create contemporary music that requires
presence, and in diﬀerent ways – with respect – challenges tradition, listener
and musician. He believes in music where the sum of the collective eﬀorts is
greater than the individual performance. A personal and unpolished
approach is a key ambition.
Active since 2000 as composer, leader or co-leader, Solborg has released 19
albums of original works. He has worked extensively in theatre and film, and
has won and been nominated for numerous awards and prizes.
Solborg’s latest project, TUNGEMÅL means Tongue or Idiom in Danish. The
music is accompanied by two beautifully printed hardback books containing
the poetics of the project in written reflections, scores, footage and graphic
illustrations.
For NFOJAiM Mark Solborg will perform in both Solo and Trio formations.
‘One of the most fervid and intriguing musicians on the European scene.’
- Vincenzo Roggero (All About Jazz Italia)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTOLe9JXnKA
https://solborg.bandcamp.com
http://solborg.dk/

Anthropology

Taking the electric music of Miles Davis as its starting point, Anthropology
Band is about finding the atmosphere through a deep rhythm, a searing
blues run, a delicate melody, or a cascading solo statement. Band leader
Martin Archer has kept the music as simple as possible – often driven by the
bassline – and the structures loose, to enable this who’s who of UK creative
musicians to let the music breathe in a diﬀerent way each time it is played.
There are multiple chordal instruments in the centre of the sound, allowing
each soloist to sit on a kaleidoscopic wave of intercrossing figures which
push the music forward.
“An outstanding collection of improvisers with a programme that is inspired
by, but definitely not copied from, electric Miles. It’s how Miles might have
sounded if his collaboration with Jimi Hendrix and Gil Evans had come
about.”
- Peter Slavid (London Jazz News)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ks3c4BktSgk
https://discusmusic.bandcamp.com/album/anthropology-band-90cd-2019

Adam Johnson

Multi prize-winning pianist Adam Johnson performs the prepared piano
works of John Cage. Unique among the outstanding artists of his generation,
Newcastle-raised Johnson is as equally at home conducting opera as he is
fulfilling the role of soloist in concerto repertoire, playing chamber music, or
directing his own large-scale compositions.
Scholar and Junior Fellow at The Royal Northern College of Music UK, he
studied with Martin Roscoe and has performed under the baton of Kent
Nagano, Martyn Brabbins, and George Hurst. He made his Concerto debut
aged 15 playing Mozart Piano Concerto No. 15 at the Glinka Accademia, St.
Petersburg, conducting from the piano.
Adam has given recitals throughout the world including Istanbul, New York,
Northern Spain, Norway, and Rio da Janiero, not to mention his demanding
schedule in the UK. The composer Oliver Knussen has spoken of the
'extraordinary detail' of his performances.
‘Terrific’
- Thomas Ades
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TUdpJklcEo
https://adamjohnsonmusic.com

Orphy Robinson

Orphy Robinson is one of the major figures of the jazz scene. A master of the
vibraphone, he also plays steel pan, pocket trumpet and electronics. As well
as being a master musician, he is also a mentor and educator, working
extensively with the National Youth Jazz Orchestra.
Coming up in the 1980s British jazz boom, Robinson has released records
on Blue Note and played with Don Cherry, David Murray, Henry Threadgill,
Courtney Pine, Jazz Warriors, Andy Shepherd, Robert Wyatt, Shabaka
Hutchings, Alexander Hawkins, William Parker and Hamid Drake. Robinson
has worked extensively with Nigel Kennedy on the violinist’s interpretations
of Vivaldi, Jimi Hendrix and Duke Ellington. He has composed for film,
television and theatre.
Recent projects include his tributes to Van Morrison and Nick Drake, and
Black Top, his improvisation platform with Pat Thomas. In addition to playing
with Black Top, Robinson will perform a special solo set on vibraphone.
‘Robinson has kept seeking out new situations and possibilities, guided by
intellectual curiosity and ears thirsty for adventure.’
- Philip Clark (The Wire)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78mGfuJvmgs
https://orphyrobinson.bandcamp.com/album/in-retro-specs-ep-1
http://orphyrobinson.blogspot.com

Maniscalco / Bigoni / Solborg

With a buzz in their ears, Francesco Bigoni (tenor & alto saxophone, clarinet),
Mark Solborg (guitars, devices & electronics) and Emanuele Maniscalo
(Rhodes, piano & keyboards) sing their way through the cantos of a new
book. They shout – or whisper – their musical poetry into a spacious realm of
warm analog keyboards, strings and reeds, flooded with subtle electronics,
granular processing and microtonality. Interwoven contemporary chamber
music tableaux are carefully folded into a unique multilayered electroacoustic
blend – grandiose and yet intimate.
Maniscalco/Bigoni/Solborg navigate freely with and around original
materials. This is about improvising as a unit while honouring or challenging
the idea of a song. To instantly react to each other and create chamber-like
music with a strong presence, that bridges melodic poetry and
contemporary abstraction. This music does not care about genre or style. It
is essentially about musical conversation and made for ears interested in
dialogue.
The Danish/Italian trio has worked their musical approach intensely for a
decade. The results can be heard on its two prior albums, praised
internationally by audience and critics. With CANTO, the three musicians
bring their work and musical approach into a new crisp territory.
‘A masterclass of texture and microtonal subtlety. This recording deserves its
five stars not only for its introspective beauty but also for its sense of quiet
adventure and tasteful restraint.’
- Dave Foxall (Jazz Journal, UK)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aepTCz6ikoI
https://solborg.bandcamp.com/album/canto
www.solborg.dk

Nicole Mitchell

Nicole Mitchell is an award-winning creative flutist, composer, bandleader
and educator. She is perhaps best known for her work as a flutist, having
developed a unique improvisational language.
Mitchell's research centres on the powerful legacy of contemporary African
American culture. She initially emerged from Chicago's innovative music
scene in the late 90s, where she became a member of the Association for
the Advancement of Creative Musicians (AACM) and eventually served as
the first woman president.
She composes for contemporary ensembles of varied instrumentation and
size, while incorporating improvisation and a wide aesthetic expression.
Mitchell celebrates endless possibility by “creating visionary worlds through
music that bridges the familiar with the unknown.” Some of her newest work
with Black Earth Ensemble explores intercultural collaborations. Recent
collaborators include Tomeka Reid and Mike Reed (as Artifacts), Moor
Mother and Haki Madhubuti.
“The greatest living jazz flutist of her generation.”

- Peter Margasak (Chicago Reader)
https://nicolemitchell.bandcamp.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rdson8DIdGs
https://www.nicolemitchell.com

Alexander Hawkins

Alexander Hawkins is widely recognised as one of the UK’s most innovative
and imaginative pianists, organists and composers. Alexander is self-taught
with a great love and deep knowledge of the jazz tradition which he brings,
along with classical references, to his compositions and improvisations.
Along with his solo performances, Alexander works in a vast array of creative
contexts including leading and composing for his Quartet and larger
ensembles; in duo with South African drum legend Louis Moholo-Moholo
and in Moholo’s Blokes; his duos with Evan Parker, Tomeka Reid, John
Surman, Sofia Jernberg, and Angelika Niescier, his Trios with Nicole Mitchell
& Tomeka Reid, and with Tomeka and Chad Taylor, and with Neil Charles and
Stephen Davis; and Decoy with John Edwards and Steve Noble, with
Hawkins on Hammond B3. He also performs in projects of contemporary
leaders- Anthony Braxton, Joe McPhee, Marshall Allen and Ethio-jazz
pioneer Mulatu Astatke.
“Hawkins is a really vital link in a long historical chain, and his ability to
sculpt his own language from a deeply rooted creative bedrock is
compelling.”
- Jazzwise
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVA1HKqLLEg
https://alexanderhawkinsmusic.bandcamp.com
https://www.alexanderhawkinsmusic.com

Binker Golding / Alexander Hawkins / John Pope / Paul Hession

A brand new quartet, specially commissioned for the festival. Bassist John
Pope and drummer Paul Hession are no strangers to Newcastle, having
backed Joe McPhee in 2018 and Alexander Hawkins and Evan Parker in
2019. For NFOJAiM 2022, Pope and Hession team up with Hawkins once
again, adding saxophonist Binker Golding to the mix. While primarily
associated with the new London jazz scene, Golding also plays improvised
music with John Edwards and Steve Noble, among others. This is sure to be
an explosive gig.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bOByOjS_3g
https://binkergolding.bandcamp.com
https://alexanderhawkinsmusic.bandcamp.com
https://johnpope.bandcamp.com/album/the-kings-hall-concert
https://bandcamp.com/tag/paul-hession
https://binkergolding.com
https://www.alexanderhawkinsmusic.com
https://www.johnpopebass.co.uk
http://www.hessiondrum.com

The Beck Hunters

Active on the free scene since 1980, Sheﬃeld-based saxophonist and
bassoonist Mick Beck is known as an improvising big band leader to solo
performer. Known for his energy and originality, Beck’s playing covers the full
emotional gamut from heartbreaking to mischievous, and from abstracts to
compelling swing.
For The Beck Hunters, he teams up with the Hunter brothers, two leading
lights from a younger generation of improvisers. Guitarist Anton Hunter leads
the 11-piece XI Ensemble as well as his own trio. He’s also a member of
Sloth Racket and Beats & Pieces Big Band.
Drummer Johnny Hunter comes from a background of both the Avant-Garde
and the more mainstream Jazz. He leads his own chordless quartet and the
Pale Blue Dot ensemble, who performed at Newcastle’s The Sounds Of
Science festival in April. Beck Hunters have released two albums on Discus
Music, The Hunt Is On (2014) and Has It Been Found? (2019).
‘It is rare to find improvised music that sounds as resolved as this, and that’s
meant in every possible sense. It’s as nicely finished as a diatonic folk song,
and I defy you not to nod your head and smile, even if you don’t know
exactly what they’ve just done.’
- Brian Morton (Jazz Journal)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aspNpm9PBs
https://discusmusic.bandcamp.com/album/has-it-been-found-78cd-2019
https://mickbeckmusic.wordpress.com
https://antonhunter.hotglue.me
https://www.johnnyhuntermusic.com

Laura Cole

Laura Cole is a Leeds-based improvising pianist and composer. She leads
the folk-jazz octet Metamorphic, whose three albums have received
widespread critical acclaim.
In 2018, she released her first solo piano album, Enough, on the Discus
label. An album of two halves, the first is a series of arrangements of pieces
given to Cole by esteemed colleagues and dear friends, specially for the
project; and the second is a series of Cole’s own improvisations and
compositions. The impetus for the solo project initially came from reading
sculptor Anne Truitt’s extraordinary work, Daybook.
‘To call Cole merely thoughtful does a disservice to the purpose and
message of her music: instrumental to her work is a mutually supportive
community that strives and struggles collectively, raising each other up like
sparks.’
- Lee Rice Epstein (The Free Jazz Collective)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yn3wDU6DugY
https://discusmusic.bandcamp.com/album/enough-71cd-2018
https://laura-cole.co.uk/

John Pope

John Pope is an improviser and composer based in Newcastle upon Tyne.
He plays the double bass, bass guitar, musical saw and occasionally
dictaphone. An artist with a diverse and expansive creative practice, John
funnels a lifelong engagement with jazz, funk, rock music, pop-culture and
mysticism through the cracked vessel of the free improviser. He has
performed and recorded with folk artists, jazz-fusioneers, free improv
legends and at least one genuine rock star.
John currently composes and leads his own chordless jazz quintet, as well
as being one third of garage-jazz trio Archipelago. He has performed and
collaborated with artists including Roger Turner, Mick Beck, Rhodri Davies,
Greg Spero, Field Music, Anton Hunter, Chris Biscoe, Joe McPhee, Laura
Cole and many others.
Outside of performance John has worked extensively as an educator, as a
lecturer at Newcastle University (where he completed and MMus in 2010)
and as facilitator for Jazz North East’s ‘Improvisers Workshop’, where he
leads monthly practical sessions in improvisation. He has also devised music
and performance for theatre, including engagements at the Edinburgh Fringe
and Northern Stage.
‘Pope’s compositions on Mixed With Glass zing with exuberance...But, for all
its accessibility, the album is also deceptively out. It’s a big-hearted debut
from a band to watch out for.’
- Daniel Spicer (Jazzwise)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIS3Fn1hFmA
https://johnpope.bandcamp.com
https://www.johnpopebass.co.uk

Daniel Levin

Daniel Levin ‘invokes all manner of musics with prodigious skill: jazz,
classical, improv, noise, vocal chorus. His technique is unquestioned and he
revels in the physicality of the instrument,’ according to the New York City
Jazz Record.
Born in Burlington, Vermont, Levin began playing the cello at the age of six.
In 2001, he graduated with a degree in Jazz Studies from the New England
Conservatory of Music and arrived on New York City jazz scene shortly
thereafter. Ed Hazell noted upon release of Levin’s first record as a leader,
‘Cellist Daniel Levin is a major new voice on his instrument and in improvised
music.’ Since then, Daniel has continued to develop his own unique voice as
a cellist, improviser, and composer.
He has performed and/or recorded with Billy Bang, Borah Bergman, Tim
Berne, Anthony Braxton, Gerald Cleaver, Andrew Cyrille, Mark Dresser,
Ingebrigt Håker Flaten, Tony Malaby, Mat Maneri, Joe Morris, Joe McPhee,
William Parker, Ivo Perelman, Warren Smith, Ken Vandermark, and many
others. A recipient of a Jerome Foundation award, he has released more
than 20 albums as a leader or co-leader on labels such as Clean Feed,
HatOLOGY, Not Two, Trost, Riti, and others.
‘One of the cello’s most brilliant contemporary practitioners.’
- Stewart Smith (The Wire)
https://youtu.be/or_BoiEXqUg
https://daniellevin.bandcamp.com
http://daniel-levin.com

Black Top

Black Top, the duo of multi-instrumentalist Orphy Robinson and pianist Pat
Thomas, was initiated in late 2011, as a shape-shifting unit, dedicated to
exploring the intersection between live instruments and lo-fi technology.
Their virtuoso, freely improvised performances combine twisted loops,
samples and dub-eﬀects, which draw on their Afro-Caribbean roots, with a
spontaneity and daring rooted in the free-jazz experiments of New York loftscene innovators such as Sam Rivers.
Through regular live performances at North London’s prestigious Café Oto
and elsewhere, Black Top have concentrated on developing working
relationships with musicians from across the cultural and generational
spectrum, who can match their own technical dexterity and handle the
element of surprise that’s ever-present in their experiments.
Guests over the years have included Steve Williamson, Evan Parker,
Shabaka Hutchings, Marshal Allen, William Parker and Hamid Drake, Rachel
Musson, Jamaaladeen Tacuma, Cleveland Watkiss, Elaine Mitchener, Joe
McPhee and Paal Nilssen-Love, and Chris Corsano. For NFOJAiM they will
be joined by experimental turntablist Mariam Rezaei for a performance unlike
anything you’ve heard before.
‘The work of this unique group shows how free improv can incorporate
various genre musics, merging them into a miraculously coherent yet
spontaneous whole.’
- Andy Hamilton (The Wire)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dN1nk7Ob3lE
https://babel-label.bandcamp.com/album/one-with-special-guest-stevewilliamson

Mariam Rezaei

Mariam Rezaei is an award winning composer, turntablist and performer. Her
music is fiery, sonically rambunctious and forever reaching for new heights.
She leads experimental arts project TOPH in Newcastle. TOPH curate a
regular series of concerts along with an annual TUSK FRINGE for TUSK
Festival. Her newest releases include SKEEN on Fractal Meat Cuts, The End
of The World...Finally with Sam Goﬀ on Cacophonous Revival Recordings,
Veil, a collaboration with Stephen Bishop on TUSK Editions/Opal Tapes, and
Sister, a duo with operatic soprano Alya Al-Sultani on Takuroku.
Recent notable works include; ‘Reqiuem’ at London Contemporary Music
Festival 2022. ‘Wolf’s Tail: II’ for Archipel Festival, April 2021. ‘Paradoxes’,
West Den Haag, 2021. ‘Our Whites’, Tectonics Virtual 2021. Duos with Cath
Tyler and Stephen Bishop for TUSK VIRTUAL 2020 and BBC Radio 3 Late
Stages, Oct and Nov 2020. BBC Radio Freeness ’SKEEN’, July 2020.
‘AGENCY-SKEEN’, AMPLIFY 2020. ‘The 42 Mirrors of Narcissus’ TUSK
Festival 2019. ‘Wolf’s Tail’ HCMF 2019. ’TOP///‘ at Tectonics Mosaic/Cresc.
Festival 2018, Wiesbaden, for Ilan Volkov, and Ensemble Modern.
‘Sister is a duet of Al-Sultani’s live vocal eﬀects and Rezaei’s versatile
turntablism. Slow descending slides and lashings of reverb in the second
half pitch the music into something distant and ghostly, as the dissected
single-phrase lyric morphs into an erotic and sensual soundscape.’
- Jo Hutton (The Wire)
https://youtu.be/8IgVfNCZNOs
https://fractalmeat.bandcamp.com/album/skeen
https://mariam-rezaei.com

Helen Anahita Wilson

Helen Anahita Wilson is a critically-acclaimed pianist, composer, and multiinstrumentalist based in Brighton, UK. Working at an idiosyncratic
intersection of Western contemporary classical, jazz, and South Asian
classical and devotional musics, her output sets her apart with its
foundations in musicological study married to a questing spirituality through
sound.
Wilson’s boundless curiosity combined with dedicated research have led her
down a musical path less trodden. Wilson has been broadcast on BBC
Radio 3, receives regular global radio play, has released two albums on the
independent British label Golden Girl Records, and hosts the fortnightly
show STEREOPHONICA on Repeater Radio.
As a synaesthetic musician, she not only hears sound but also sees and
feels it in a blended communion: this way of experiencing music often
features as a driving force in her inimitable live performances during which
she shares some of her unique perceptions using light and visual projections.
Wilson has recently worked with Debashish Bhattacharya, the Mysore
Brothers, Shahbaz Hussain, Talvin Singh, and visual artist Lisa Creagh.
Upcoming projects include a solo piano album for SOMM recordings, a live
album with Shahbaz Hussain for New Jazz And Improvised Music
Recordings, and a new series of works called Sounding the Cosmogram for
vocals and electronics.
‘Hypnotic... a spiritual connection to sound.’
- Qwest TV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckr12bg3qu8
https://shahbazhussainandhelenanahitawilson.bandcamp.com/releases
https://www.helenanahitawilson.com

Zoë Gilby

Zoe Gilby is a UK based jazz vocalist and songwriter who tours
internationally and throughout the UK, performing her original compositions,
written with double bassist husband Andy Champion. Alongside the UK’s
most innovative musicians, Zoe was selected for the prestigious artist
development scheme Take Five.
Zoe is a creative, compelling songwriter and performer. Establishing critical
acclaim with her adventurous approach and influences from jazz and
contemporary composers from Kate Bush to Thelonious Monk. A vast array
of powerful and diverse projects with a fascinating lyrical content. A
successful and charismatic personality who is continuing her increasing
popularity amongst audiences, press and promoters.
For Aurora, Gilby has teamed up with jazz trumpet/flugelhorn player Noel
Dennis, double bassist Andy Champion and guitarist Mark Williams. Inspired
by the compositions of Noel’s trumpet and flugelhorn hero, Tom Harrell, this
melodic, sharply conceived music has been augmented with lyrical
interpretations written by Zoë.
‘Aurora represents another impressive oﬀering from Gilby and her excellent
quintet. Her voice and lyrics fit Harrell’s melodies perfectly and it sounds
perfectly natural and organic.’
- The Jazz Mann
https://youtu.be/qEb6kRpGFkA
https://zoegilby.bandcamp.com/album/aurora
http://www.zoegilby.co.uk/

Noel Dennis

Noel is a professional jazz trumpet and flugel horn player, working with
various artists and leading his own quartet. He has played alongside the likes
of Andy Sheppard, John Warren, Tommy Smith, John Surman, Mark
Nightingale, Tim Garland, Pete Churchill, Dave O’Higgins, Jim Mullen, Bob
Mintzer and Michael Garrick. His main musical influences include: Miles
Davis, Bill Evans, Herbie Hancock, Cliﬀord Brown, Woody Shaw, Gerard
Presencer, Paolo Fresu and Alex Sipiagin. Noel also writes and records
incidental music for TV and works closely with renowned composer and
producer Bob Bradley.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qEb6kRpGFkA
https://zoegilby.bandcamp.com/album/aurora
http://www.noeldennis.co.uk/about-noel-dennis.html

Pete Churchill

Originally trained in Canada, Pete Churchill has been based in England since
1985. His busy freelance career has included work as diverse as a year in the
West End as a Musical Director of Five Guys named Moe, almost a decade
and a half as the British accompanist for the legendary jazz-singer Mark
Murphy and the conductor of the Kenny Wheeler Big Band.
As a performer Pete has been featured at many festivals internationally
working as a singer, pianist and conductor. He has been a member of both
Kenny Wheeler’s and Abdullah Ibrahim’s vocal projects, travelled extensively
as Mark Murphy’s accompanist and has collaborated with, amongst others,
Norma Winstone, Stan Sulzmann, John Taylor, Cleveland Watkiss, Julian
Arguelles, Bobby Wellins and Tina May. He has also released several
critically acclaimed jazz albums under his own name and recently conducted
the 80th birthday tour of the Kenny Wheeler Big Band - culminating in a
critically acclaimed new album, The Long Waiting.
Much of Pete’s time now is taken up with directing his own choir ‘The
London Vocal Project’. In addition to high profile performances with Cleo
Laine, Norma Winstone, Kenny Wheeler and, most recently Bobby McFerrin,
this seminal ensemble of young singer/workshop leaders regularly join Pete
on his massive educational projects and they are fast gaining a reputation,
under his guidance, as the next generation of gifted educators.
https://youtu.be/QwtAi7BP_Ew
https://bandcamp.com/tag/pete-churchill
https://www.petechurchill.co.uk

John Garner and John Pope

Powerful Tyneside bassist John Pope and mercurial virtuoso
violinist John Garner return with their celebratory, no holds barred musicmaking. Both internationally renowned improvisers, Garner and Pope will
once again pay tribute to ‘The New Thing’, the wave of mid-to late-twentieth
century artists who shook the world to its core, driving political and social
change in their wake. The duo have immersed themselves in the singular
repertoire of composers including Don Cherry, Ornette Coleman, Jimmy
Garrison, Jeanne Lee, Mary Lou Williams, and Misha Mengelberg,
channeling these titanic spirits through the lens of
their contemporary experience in myriad musical traditions. Spontaneous,
transitory and ecstatic, the pair will plunge headlong into a thrilling
and, at times, terrifying world of sounds and colours.
John Garner is one of the most exciting and unusual voices to emerge in
recent years, combining immaculate technique with a fearless musicality and
free-wheeling improvisational aesthetic.
John Pope is a composer, improviser and bass player living in the North East
of England. His work explores the boundaries of jazz, free improvisation,
rock and experimental music.
‘Fleet, melodically audacious.’
- John Fordham, The Guardian
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otVp78Yz0gE
https://johnpope.bandcamp.com/album/the-fourth-moment
https://johngarner.co.uk

Dilutey Juice

Dilutey Juice are a brass party band created in the summer of 2020 as a
response to the covid pandemic and a need to take positive vibes and dance
music to the public. They saw an incredible response to their energetic street
performances and despite their extremely short time playing together, have
since been booked for a vast array of parties and festivals, supporting the
likes of TOO MANY ZOOZ and Nubiyan Twist to name a few.
Rising to critical acclaim since their inception, Dilutey Juice take inspiration
from a plethora of influences, from the fast hypnotic rhythms of Afro-beat, to
the intense euphoria of 90’s dance music - they’re a party band that are truly
unlike any other in the north east and will stop at nothing to give their
audience a mind-blowing performance.
Following on from their first sell out headline show in their home of
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne they have worked on new material and surprises that
will be sure to blow away anyone that comes to their show. Juice Gang know
how to start a party and keep it going. Double concentrate anthems, all night
long.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26ls-xHAgR4
https://www.facebook.com/DILUTEYJUICE/

Farida Amadou

Farida Amadou is a self taught bass player based in Liège, Belgium. The
electric bass is her main instrument since 2011 and she keeps on reinventing
the way she plays it. Amadou elicits the most exciting sounds imaginable
from her Fender bass. She is an explorer. Her field of explorations: the
known and unknown forms, sound worlds and contexts of her instrument.
Since 2013, she has played many diﬀerent musical genres, including blues,
jazz and hip-hop. The same year, she developed a great interest in
improvised music when she met L’Oeil Kollectif members and started to play
with percussionist/drummer Tom Malmendier.
Since 2014, she has performed with many musicians all over Europe: Linda
Sharrock, Mario Rechtern, Balasz Pandi, Karl H. Bjora, Jasper Stadhouders,
Onno Govaert, Eve Risser, Morgane Carnet, Philippe Lemoine, Timothée
Quost, Julien Desprez, Olivier Benoit, Anil Eraslan, Mette Rasmussen, Basile
Naudet, Ken Vandermark, Floris Vanhoof, Pavel Tchikov, and punk-noise
band Cocaine Piss. In May 2018, she started a new duo project with master
drummer Steve Noble. The duo has expanded to a trio through
collaborations with Alex Ward, Chris Pitsiokos, Thurston Moore and Peter
Brötzmann.
‘Steve's rolling, detailed and pointillistic playing melds in symbiosis with
Farida's smudged, deep, funked-up lyricism, creating a physical sound that
tosses and tumbles across lightning-speed interplay.’
- Cafe Oto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmcESAQgbvY
https://farida-amadou.bandcamp.com

Bex Burch and Leafcutter John

Minimalist percussion meets exuberant synths on Boing!, a first-time pairing
of like-minded artists Leafcutter John and composer, percussionist and gyil
player Bex Burch. When a planned meeting in Sheﬃeld was put on hold
John and Bex began playing together using Zoom to record weekly
improvised sessions during the first lockdown of 2020. The sessions became
a regular creative outlet for the two artists and gave rise to ‘Boing!’ which
documents John and Bex getting to know each other and helping each other
through the lockdown experience. Boing! is a celebration of listening and
creative freedom from two of the most exciting voices in the jazz+ scene.
Leafcutter John is a veteran and pioneer of electronic music with releases on
Border Community, Staubgold, and Planet Mu. He is an award winning
improviser, producer, and instrument maker and was a key member of
Mercury-nominated British jazz pioneers Polar Bear.
Bex Burch is known for a unique fusion of jazz, post punk and minimalism all
centered around the sound of the gyil (Dagaare xylophone). Bex formed Vula
Viel in 2015. Lauded by Iggy Pop, the trio have performed on BBC 6 Music
for Gilles Peterson and across Europe including WOMAD.
‘There's almost no boundary between them as the music moves forward...
[a] vibrant and flowing soundscape.'
- Corey Mwamba (BBC Radio 3 Freeness)
https://youtu.be/j91WUSeH8mE
https://leafcutterjohn.bandcamp.com/album/boing
http://leafcutterjohn.com
https://bexburch.com/vulaviel/

Shifa

Shifa, from the Arabic word for healing, is a new trio born out of old musical
partnerships from the ever-shifting sands of the UK improvised music scene.
Pat Thomas, pianist extraordinaire whose eclectic motherboard pushes the
music in unexpected twists and turns, suggested the name. The healing, in
this case, is a raw, unfettered musical space where he, saxophonist Rachel
Musson and drummer Mark Sanders meet and make music in the moment,
of the moment. Each player values the others’ ability to dive in deep, and
demands that they each remain fully present to where the music needs to
evolve next.
The palette includes a mutual history in jazz, elements of classical, folk and
pulling notes apart to allow sonic textures to come into focus. Shifa has
released two albums on the Brooklyn-based record label 577 records.
‘True mind-meld of London's free-jazz highest order.'
- Mike Jurkovic (All About Jazz)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sHlDlsdNi0
https://577records.bandcamp.com

